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Abstract. We introduce an attack against the ISO/IEC 9796–1 digital signature scheme using redundancy, taking advantage of the multiplicative property of the RSA and Rabin cryptosystems. The forged signature of 1 message is obtained from the signature of 3 others for any public exponent v. For even v, the modulus is factored from the signature of 4 messages, or just 2 for v = 2. The attacker must select the above messages from a particular message subset, which size grows exponentialy with the public modulus bit size. The attack is computationally inexpensive, and works for any modulus of 16z, 16z ± 1, or 16z ± 2 bits. This prompts the need to revise ISO/IEC 9796–1, or avoid its use in situations where an adversary could obtain the signature of even a few mostly chosen messages.
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Introduction



ISO/IEC 9796–1 [1] [2] is an international standard specifying a digital signature scheme giving message recovery, designed primarily for the RSA and Rabin public key cryptosystems. To sign a message M , it is first transformed by inserting redundant information obtained by simple transformations of individual bytes of M , producing ˜ ; then the private key function S of the cryptosystem the expanded message M ¨ = S(M ˜ ). is applied, producing the signature M ′ ¨ To verify an alleged signature M , the public key function V of the cryptosys˜ ′ = V(M ¨ ′ ); then the tem is applied, producing an alleged expanded message M ′ ′ ˜ alleged message M is recovered from M by straightforward extraction, and it ˜ ′ is what it should be under the signature production process. is checked M ISO/IEC 9796–1 expansion makes it highly improbable that a randomly generated value is an acceptable signature. It meets precise design criterias in order to guard against a variety of other attacks, see [3] and [2]. The recently introduced Coron–Naccache–Stern forgery strategy of [4] is effective on a slightly simplified variant of ISO/IEC 9796–1. Motivated by this breakthrough and unaware of an extension to the full standard in [6], the author made an independent effort to attack ISO/IEC 9796–1 and discovered a new, simple and effective method. ˜ B ˜ In a nutshell, we efficiently construct many message pairs A, B with A/ equal to a common ratio. Forgery follows from the multiplicative property of the cryptosystem used: S(xy) = S(x)S(y).
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Definitions



When there is no ambiguity, we assimilate a bit string of fixed length and the integer having this binary representation. Following ISO/IEC 9796–1 unless stated otherwise, we use the notations xky x⊕y [x]i lcm(x, y) gcd(x, y) v k n p, q



(x|n)



s



z M ˜ M ¨ M



Concatenation of bitstrings x and y. Bitwise exclusive OR of bitstrings x and y. The bitstring of exactly i bits with [x]i ≡ x mod 2i . Least Common Multiple of x and y. Greatest Common Divisor of x and y. Public verification exponent. Number of bits in public modulus. nb: the standard [1] often use ks = k − 1. Public modulus of k bits, thus with 2k−1 ≤ n < 2k . Secret factors of n, with n = p q. if v is odd, p − 1 and q − 1 are prime with v. if v is even, (p − 1)/2 and (q − 1)/2 are prime with v, p ≡ 3 mod 4 and q ≡ p + 4 mod 8. Jacobi symbol of x with respect to n, used for even v only. (x|n) = (x|p)(x|q) = (x(p−1)/2 mod p)(x(q−1)/2 mod q). For even v the construction of p and q is such that (2|n) = −1. (x|n) can be efficiently computed without knowledge of p and q. Secret signing exponent. if v is odd, s v ≡ 1 mod lcm(p − 1, q − 1), and as a consequence (xs )v ≡ x mod n for any x. if v is even, s v ≡ 1 mod lcm(p − 1, q − 1)/2, and as a consequence (xs )v ≡ x mod n if (x|n) = +1. Number of bytes a message fits in; z ≤ ⌊(k + 2)/16⌋. Message to sign, which breaks up into the z bytes string mz k mz−1 k .. k m2 k m1 Message as expanded according to ISO/IEC 9796–1 (see below). ˜ is noted Ir in [1] and also Sr in [2]. nb: M ¨ is noted Σ(M ) in [1] and [2]. The signature of M. nb: M s ¨ ˜ ˜ s mod n) if v is odd, M = min(M mod n, n − M ˜ if v is even, assuming gcd(M  s , n) = 1 which isM˜highlysprobable, ˜ M ¨ M = min (1−(M|n))/2 mod n, n− (1−(M|n))/2 mod n ˜ ˜ 2 2



We restrict our attack and our description of ISO/IEC 9796–1 to the cases k ≡ 0, ±1, or ±2 mod 16, which covers many common choices of moduli, and to messages of z = ⌊(k + 2)/16⌋ bytes, the maximum allowed message size. With these restrictions, the construction of the redundant message amounts to the local transformation of each byte mi of the message by an injection Fi , yielding the redundant message ˜ = Fz (mz ) k Fz−1 (mz−1 ) k .. k F2 (m2 ) k F1 (m1 ) M



with the injections Fi transforming an individual byte mi of two 4 bit digits x k y as defined by F1 (x k y) = Π(x) k Π(y) k y k [6]4 Fi (x k y) = Π(x) k Π(y) k x k y for 1 < i < z Fz (x k y) = [1]1 k [Π(x)]k+2 mod 16 k Π(y) k x k (y⊕1)



(1)



and where Π is the permutation on the set of 4 bit nibbles given by x 0123456789ABCDEF Π(x) E 3 5 8 9 4 2 F 0 D B 6 7 A C 1 or as an equivalent definition, if the nibble x consists of the bits x4 k x3 k x2 k x1 , Π(x) = (x4 ⊕x2 ⊕x1 ⊕1) k (x4 ⊕x3 ⊕x1 ⊕1) k (x4 ⊕x3 ⊕x2 ⊕1) k (x3 ⊕x2 ⊕x1 ).
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The new attack



We essentialy select a pair of small positive integers a, b and search all the message pairs A, B that yield redundant messages verifying A˜ a = ˜ b B 3.1



(2)



Choice of ratio a/b



Since the ratios a/b and b/a will uncover the same messages, we can restrict our choice of a, b to a < b without missing any message pairs satisfying (2). Similarly, ˜ are strings of we can restrict ourselves to relatively prime a, b. Since A˜ and B equal length with a 1 bit on the left, we must have b < 2a. We transform equation ˜ = Ab, ˜ reduce mod 16, observe [A] ˜ 4 = [B] ˜ 4 = 6, get 6a ≡ 6b mod 16, (2) into Ba so we restrict ourselves to a ≡ b mod 8. Thus in the following we restrict our choice for the ratio a/b to relatively prime integers a, b with 9 ≤ a < b < 2a and a ≡ b mod 8. 3.2



Making the search manageable



Since the fraction a/b is chosen irreducible, for an hypothetical message pair A, B verifying (2), we can uniquely define the integer W such that A˜ = a W



˜ = bW and B



(3)



We break up A, B into z bytes, and, noticing that 9 ≤ a < b implies W < 216z for our choice of k, we break up W into z 16 bits strings A = az k az−1 k .. k a2 k a1 B = bz k bz−1 k .. k b2 k b1 W = wz k wz−1 k .. k w2 k w1



We break up each of the two multiplications appearing in (3) into z multiply and add steps operating on each of the wi , performed from right to left, with z − 1 steps generating an overflow to the next step, and a last step producing the remaining left (k + 2 mod 16) + 13 bits. We define the overflows a ¯0 = a ¯z = 0 a ¯i = ⌊(a wi + a ¯i−1 )/216 ⌋



¯b0 = ¯bz = 0 ¯bi = ⌊(b wi + ¯bi−1 )/216 ⌋



for 1 ≤ i < z



(4)



so we can transform (3) into the equivalent Fi (ai ) = awi + a ¯i−1 mod 216 Fi (bi ) = bwi + ¯bi−1 mod 216 Fi (az ) = awz + a ¯z−1 Fz (bz ) = bwz + ¯bz−1



for 1 ≤ i < z



(5)



The search for message pairs A, B satisfying (2) is equivalent to the search of wi , ai , bi , a ¯i , ¯bi satisfying (4)(5). This is z smaller problems, linked together by the overflows a ¯i , ¯bi . Reducing overflows a ¯i, ¯ bi to one link li Definition (4) of the overflows a ¯i , ¯bi implies, by induction     a [W ]16i ¯bi = b [W ]16i a ¯i = and for 1 ≤ i < z 216i 216i 3.3



(6)



Since 0 ≤ [W ]16i < 216i we have 0≤a ¯i < a



and 0 ≤ ¯bi < b



(7)



We also observe that a ¯i and ¯bi are roughly in the ratio a/b, more precisely equation (6) implies sucessively [W ]16i [W ]16i − 1 < ¯bi ≤ b 16i 216i 2 ¯ ¯ a ¯i [W ]16i a ¯i + 1 bi [W ]16i bi + 1 ≤ 16i < and ≤ 16i < a 2 a b 2 b ¯bi ¯bi + 1 a ¯i a ¯i + 1 a −1 
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